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                  This guide has everything you need to know about Feebas and Milotic,  
              such as how to catch/obtain them, where to find them, and the evolution process. 
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                        National Number: 349                       Type: Water                                           
                        Heonn Number: 140                    Species: Fish Pok駑on 

                        English Name: Feebas                      Height: 2'0" 
                        Japanese Name: Hinbasu                     Weight: 16.3 lbs. 

                        Male Availibility: 50% 
                        Female Availibility: 50% 

                        Characteristic: Swift Swim- Feebas's speed is raised due to rainy weather. 

                        Pok颯ex Entry's: 

                 Ruby: "Feebas's fins are ragged and tattered from the start of its life.  
                        Because of this shoddy appearance, this Pok駑on is largely ignored. 
                        It is capable of living in both the sea and in rivers." 

             Sapphire: "While FEEBAS's body is in tatters, it has a hardy and tenacious life 
                        force that enables it to live anywhere. However, this POK餉ON is 
                        also slow and dimwitted, making it an easy catch." 

              Emerald: "FEEBAS live in ponds that are heavily infested with weeds. Because of 
                        its hopelessly shabby appearance, it seems as if few TRAINERS raise it." 

             Fire Red: "Ridiculed for its shabby appearance, it is ignored by researchers. 
                        It lives in ponds choked with weeds." 

           Leaf Green: "Ridiculed for its shabby appearance, it is ignored by researchers. 
                        It lives in ponds choked with weeds." 
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                          Feebas is an extremely rare Pok駑on. He can only be found in the water 
                        on Route 119. Route 119 is found just before entering Fortree City. You  
                        can only catch Feebas using Rods. ALL RODS WORK. This includes using the 
                        Super Rod, Good Rod, and Old Rod. Using Surf does NOT work. 

                          Milotic is not a catchable Pok駑on. You can only obtain Milotic be evolving 
                        Feebas. Read Section D for more information on how to evolve Feebas into  
                        Milotic. 
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                          As I said before, Feebas is an extremely rare Pok駑on. You can't just 
                        go up to the water and fish, you must follow certain steps to get this 
                        rare Pok駑on. 

                          Firstly, the Dewford Phrase ("trendy phrase") in Dewford City deals with 
                        where on Route 119 Feebas is found. There are only 6 random tiles that  
                        Feebas is found on. WHAT IS A TILE? A tile is the small section of land  
                        that your character stands on. The game is simply made of tiles. Only 6  
                        of these tiles contains Feebas. Now, back to the Dewford Phrase, every  
                        time this phrase is changed, the 6 tiles are randomly changed. There is  
                        no possible way to find out which these of these 6 tiles are. You must  
                        simply fish on each tile until you find him. You can surf into the water,  
                        and then fish while your in the water. 

                          Now, if you know someone who caught a Feebas, asking them, "What phrase 
                        did you have for the Dewford Phrase?" is absolutely pointless. The 6 
                        tiles are ALWAYS random, even if the phrase is the same as someone else had. 

                          You can use any type of Rod to catch Feebas. Although, I suggest using the 
                        Old Rod, so then you will only need to press A once when you have a bite,  
                        as opposed to pressing A more than once for using either the Good Rod or the  
                        Super Rod. Using surf and swimming around in the water does not work. 

                          Rumors have it that the weather effects if Feebas is their or not. This  
                        rumor is NOT true, rain or shine, Feebas will always be in 6 of the tiles on 
                        Route 119. 

                          When you start to fish, make sure you have room in your box in your PC,  
                        and make sure you have Pok顳alls to catch Feebas (don't worry though, he's  
                        really easy to catch). You may not even need to hurt Feebas, I just threw  
                        a Ball at him right away and he was caught on the first try. I suggest  
                        using a Ultra Ball or a Net Ball for good results. Make sure your using  
                        a Rod. Fish on every tile AT LEAST 3 times, I suggest trying 3-5 times on  
                        every tile. To make sure you don't miss a tile, try fishing in a pattern,  
                        such as this: 

                        >>>>v 
                        v<<<< 
                        >>>>v 

                          Now, when your looking, there are a hundreds of tiles. PATIENCE IS A VIRTURE!!! 
                        When I caught my first Feebas, it probably took around 4 hours total. Some get  
                        lucky and find it right away, and others are not so lucky and end up searching for  
                        hours. But it definitely pays off when you find him. Once you find the tile he's in,  
                        he will be in that same tile forever until the Dewford Phrase is changed. Yes- 
                        the Dewford Phrase does change by itself every once in a while, you can also 
                        change it by yourself. If you get tired of looking, just save the game where your  
                        at, then do some more fishing later. 

                          As I said before, how Feebas can be found on the same tile you find him  
                        in forever (until Dewford phrase is changed), other pokemon will be in that same 
                        tile too, so don't get worried if he doesn't attack you on your second or  
                        third try after you've found Feebas. Just make sure you at least get a female  
                        Feebas, so then you can breed it and then you can definitely get as many as  
                        you want. 
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                          Now, a lot of you are saying, "Eew, Feebas is just a ugly fish, why would 
                        I want him?" Well, firstly you want him so you can fill your Pok颯ex, and 
                        some of you want him/her because of his/her evolution, Milotic. 

                          Feebas evolves very differently from other Pok駑on. Instead of evolving at 
                        a specific level or evolving because of a stone, Feebas evolves by getting 
                        his/her beauty level up to 170. 

                          How do you get his/her beauty level up to 170? Well, your Feebas has to have 
                        a specific nature. The best natures to have are Quiet, Rash, Modest, or Mild.  
                        Other natures work too, except for Adamant, Careful, or Impish. Those 3 natures 
                        will accept blue or indigo Pok顳locks, BUT, they dislike the taste, resulting in  
                        the beauty level not rising as much as it would have otherwise. BLUE or INDIGO  
                        Pok饕locks are the only kind of Pok顳locks that raise a Pok駑on's beauty level.  
                        If you only have a Feebas with one of the incapable natures, (as listed above)  
                        that's where you get your female Feebas and start breeding her, until you do have  
                        a Feebas with a capable nature. Once you have a Feebas with a capable nature,  
                        feed him/her a lot of Blue and/or Indigo Pok顳locks. Once your Feebas's Beauty  
                        level is maxed out, raise it one level and it will evolve into a Milotic. 

                          What berries make blue and indigo Pok饕locks? The chart (below) should help you  
                        determine what berries to blend to make blue and indigo Pok顳locks. 

                        (The higher the level, the more effective the Pok顳lock is) 

                         BLUE-      
                         Level 10: Chesto Berry 
                                   Oran Berry 

                         Level 25: Wiki Berry 

                         INDIGO- 
                         Level 10: Lum Berry 
                                   Bluk Berry 
                                   Wepear Berry 

                         Level 25: Kelpsy Berry 
                                   Hondew Berry 
                                   Cornn Berry 

                         Level 50: Pamtre Berry 
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                          Here is a list of all the moves that Feebas and Milotic learns, along  
                        with all the Tm's and Hm's that you can teach them. 

                        FEEBAS: 

                        MOVES- 
                        Splash: Lv. 1 
                        Tackle: Lv. 15 
                        Flail:  Lv. 30 

                        TM'S- 
                        TM03: Water Pulse 
                 TM06: Toxic 
                        TM07: Hail 
                        TM10: Hidden Power 
                        TM13: Ice Beam 
                        TM14: Blizzard 
                        TM17: Protect 
                        TM18: Rain Dance 



                        TM21: Frustration 
                        TM27: Return 
                        TM32: Double Team 
                        TM42: Facade 
                        TM43: Secret Power 
                        TM44: Rest 
                        TM45: Attract 
             
                        HM'S- 
                        HM03: Surf 
                        HM07: Waterfall 
                        HM08: Dive 

            
                        MILOTIC: 

                        MOVES- 
                        Water Gun:   Lv. 1 
                        Wrap:        Lv. 5 
                        Water Sport: Lv. 10 
                        Refresh:     Lv. 15 
                        Water Pulse: Lv. 20 
                        Twister:     Lv. 25 
                        Recover:     Lv. 30 
                        Rain Dance:  Lv. 35 
                        Hydro Pump:  Lv. 40 
                        Attract:     Lv. 45 
                        Safegaurd:   Lv. 50 

                        TM'S- 
                        TM03: Water Pulse 
                 TM06: Toxic 
                        TM07: Hail 
                        TM10: Hidden Power 
                        TM13: Ice Beam 
                        TM14: Blizzard 
                        TM15: Hyper Beam 
                        TM17: Protect 
                        TM18: Rain Dance 
                        TM20: Safegaurd 
                        TM21: Frustration 
                        TM23: Iron Tail 
                        TM27: Return 
                        TM32: Double Team 
                        TM42: Facade 
                        TM43: Secret Power 
                        TM44: Rest 
                        TM45: Attract 
             
                        HM'S- 
                        HM03: Surf 
                        HM07: Waterfall 
                        HM08: Dive 
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                                 This Pokemon Emerald/Ruby/Sapphire Guide is  
                                            ~ Copyright 2005ｩ ~ 
                          Please don't copy this information and/or claim it as your own. 
                        This guide is to be hosted on Neoseeker.com, and Neoseeker.com ONLY. 
               
                          If you have any further questions, comments (I deeply appreciate them), concerns,  
                        or if you see something that I have missed, please don't be shy to e-mail me at 
                        king_gaming@yahoo.com. 

                        Or if you are a member of Neoseeker, you can PM me, my username is JAX06. 



                        Special thanks to Neoseeker for hosting this guide and you for reading this guide.

This document is copyright Jax06 and hosted by VGM with permission.


